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Investigation of rotation movement of 3-amino-N-methylphthalimide in glycerol was carried out, 
taking into consideration the fluctuation of solvate structure. It was shown theoretically and ex- 
perimentally that structural relaxation of the solvate shell, which follows excitation of the dye 
molecule, causes not only shift of the fluorescence spectrum in time but also additional rotation 
of the dye molecule. This effect, which may be called "wavelength-dependent rotation," depends 
on the light frequency of both excitation and fluorescence. In particular, at excitation near the 
maximum of the absorption band, when the relaxation process is followed with the red shift of 
the fluorescence maximum, the anisotropy of fluorescence decreases faster in the red part of the 
fluorescence band than in the blue part. On the contrary, in the case of far anti-Stokes excitation, 
when the temporal shift of fluorescence is going to the blue, the anisotropy in the red part of the 
spectrum drops more slowly than in the blue part. Finally, there is a special excitation frequency 
which causes neither change of the fluorescence maximum nor acceleration of the rotational move- 
ment of the dye molecule. It is also shown that the temporaI evolution of the spectrum and 
anisotropy of fluorescence in a polar dye solution may be quantitatively described using the so- 
called inhomogeneous broadening function (IBF). This function gives the distribution of dye mol- 
ecules in a solution over frequencies of pure electronic transition due to fluctuations of the sur- 
rounding shell structure. Measurements of IBF changes in time carried out for 3-amino-N-methyl- 
phthalimide showed that during first 3 ns after excitation, the half-width of the IBF grows, and at 
the same time its maximum quickly shifts to the red. At the later time period there are only small 
changes of IBF position but considerable exponential decrease in its half-width. The IBF during 
this period preserves the Gaussian shape. 

KEY WORDS: Inhomogeneous broadening; solvate; kinetic spectroscopy; kinetics of fluorescence anisotropy; 
intermolecular relaxation; continuum model. 

INTRODUCTION 

The recent years have seen great interest in time- 
resolved spectroscopy of dye solutions, particularly due 
to the wide application of the fluorescent probe method 
in biophysics [1]. The use of dye molecules as probe is 
based on the strong dependence of their electronic spec- 
tra on the potential of intermolecular interactions. The 
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additional interest in this problem is focused on the im- 
portant role which molecular dynamics of solvatation 
play in reactions of charge transfer in polar solutions [2- 
5]. 

Electronic spectra of polar dye solutions are known 
[6] to be inhomogeneously broadened. The model of 
several discrete states fails to describe the kinetics of 
fluorescence and relaxation of time-resolved spectra of 
this molecular system. Bakhshiev and Mazurenko [7] 
proposed another model for describing the kinetic be- 
havior of the solvent relaxation of polar dye solutions. 
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In this model, the fluorescence kinetics is represented as 
the product of the decay function describing the fluores- 
cent level decay (without taking into account the relax- 
ation) and of the time-resolved spectrum, which is 
smoothly shifting with time in the frequency scale with- 
out changing its shape. To associate the character of the 
shift of the time-resolved fluorescence spectrum with the 
microcharacteristics of the solution, representations of 
the physics of dielectrics based on the Onsager-Bottcher 
and Debye models are often used [8-15]. However, there 
is a number of works in which a molecular theory of 
solvation dynamics is developed [16,17]. 

In [18], the continuum model [7] was used to de- 
scribe the nonexponential fluorescence kinetics in polar 
solutions. It turned out that for a good quantitative de- 
scription of experimental kinetics, the decay function 
should be given as the two-exponential one. Such a com- 
plicated character of the decay function would mean that 
the probability of radiative transition changes in the process 
of relaxation. This change, though not completely im- 
probable, looks like an artificial assumption, which does 
not always take place. The experimental data are avail- 
able only for phthalimide derivatives [19]. For these sub- 
stances it was shown that the excited-state lifetime in 
solid polar solutions is independent of the frequency of 
the pure electronic transition. In other words, in this case 
the probability of the optical So-S1 transition does not 
depend on the solvate surrounding of the chromofore. 
In the present paper, another approach for describing the 
fluorescence kinetics and time-dependent fluorescence 
shift (TDFS) from the point of view of a continuum 
model is proposed. While describing the fluorescence 
kinetics and TDFS of polar solutions, we took into con- 
sideration inhomogeneous broadening of its electronic 
spectra, i.e., the continuous distribution of individual 
fluorescent centers over the frequencies of pure elec- 
tronic transitions. In this case the time-resolved fluores- 
cent spectra are represented by convolution of the 
homogeneous spectrum and inhomogeneous broadening 
function (IBF), which changes its position in the fre- 
quency scale and shape during relaxation. In this case 
the quantitative description of experimental data is 
achieved using the monoexponential decay function, 

The rotary motion of the fluorofore in a polar dye 
solution is often considered in terms of the generally 
accepted Einstein-Debye-Stokes theory [20]. In this the- 
ory it is not taken into account that the elementary sys- 
tem responsible for the spectral properties of solution 
(the fluorofore molecule and its environment) experi- 
ences intermolecular relaxation in the process of fluo- 
rescence. Since the energy of the dipole-dipole interactions 

responsible for the solvate deviation from equilibrium in 
polar liquids can be significantly higher than the energy 
of the thermal motion of molecules, a rotary motion in 
such a system cannot be described by the time-indepen- 
dent rotational diffusion constant [21]. 

The nonexponential fluorescence anisotropy kinet- 
ics in viscous solutions of phthalimide derivatives was 
first reported by us [22]. To interpret these results, we 
have used the model of forced rotations proposed in Ref. 
23. The main points of the model are as follows. The 
direction of the electric dipole moment of the fluorofore 
on optical excitation can change. Since the dipole mo- 
ment direction changes much faster than the reorienta- 
tion of molecules in solvate takes place, the fluorofore 
must be affected by the moment of forces, tending to 
turn it to the reactive field direction. The possibility of 
such a process is also discussed in Ref. 13. 

In the literature, there are other viewpoints, too, on 
the way the intermolecular relaxation caused by dipole- 
dipole interactions can influence fluorescence anisotropy 
kinetics. Lakowicz [24] assumes that, since in the process 
of intermolecular relaxation, the energy of the fiuorofore 
interaction with the environment increases, this must lead 
to a slowing down of rotational diffusion in the course 
of spectral relaxation. 

Another mechanism is proposed by Maroncelli and 
Fleming [13]; who discuss the fast component observed 
in the kinetics of emission anisotropy of coumarin-153 
in polar solvents. In the authors opinion, this fast com- 
ponent can be associated with the rotation of the tran- 
sition dipole moment during intermolecular relaxation. 

The present paper considers the relationship be- 
tween the character of spectral relaxation and the pre- 
viously reported [25] dependence of the fluorescence 
anisotropy kinetics on the excitation and detection fre- 
quency. To explain the fast component of the fluores- 
cence anisotropy, we used a more general model than 
the model of forced rotation [23]. We believe that the 
accelerated rotation of the fluorofore during spectral re- 
laxation can also take place when the dipole moments 
in the ground and excited states have the same direction 
but differ in value. 

According to the proposed model, rotation of the 
fluorofore molecule becomes faster during intermolec- 
ular relaxation due to the transformation of the config- 
urational interaction free energy to the kinetic energy of 
intermolecular motion. As a particular case, this mech- 
anism includes also the forced rotation of the fluorofore 
in the solvate field discussed above, since this rotation 
forms part of the process of configurational relaxation. 
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THE MODEL OF A POLAR SOLUTION 

Recently, several theoretical models [2, 5, 16, 17, 
26, 27] on the dynamics of solvation of a dye in a polar 
liquid have been carried out that take into account the 
molecular structure of the solvent. Calef and Wolynes 
[2] proposed a Smoluchowski-Vlasov equation for sol- 
vation dynamics. Fried and Mukamel [26] developed a 
microscopic theory, which incorporates non-Debye di- 
electric relaxation and solvate shell structure. The most 
commonly applied microscopic theory of solvation is the 
dynamical mean spherical approximation (MSA), which 
was proposed by Wolynes [16] and extended in Refs. 5 
and 27. Unfortunately the microscopic theories of sol- 
vation do not take into account the inhomogeneous 
broadening of electronic spectra of dye in solutions due 
to the thermal motion of molecules in a liquid. 

In Ref. 28 a model of solution with inhomoge- 
neously broadened electronic spectra is considered in 
which the solvate state is described by the action of two 
forces. The first one is a polarizing force caused by a 
constant dipole moment p. in the fluorofore molecule 
which induces the reactive field R inside the solvate. 
The second is a returning force caused by the solvent 
molecule's interaction, which tends to return the solvate 
to the state with the zero reactive field. The deviation 
of the solvate configuration from equilibrium leads to an 
increase in its free energy compared to the minimum 
value in the equilibrium state. It is easy to see that this 
increase equals the work dA done by dipole ~ on the 
reconstruction of solvate from the equilibrium state to 
the state mentioned above with a fluctuationally deviated 
configuration. 

In the differential form, the work done by the rigid 
dipole Ix on environment polarization, which leads to the 
increase in the reactive field by the value dR, is 

d.4 = ~ R  (1) 

If we assume that the returning force is proportional 
to the reactive field, the free energy of ground-state sol- 
vate will be described by the following equation: 

Fg(R) = (R - R~q)2/2x (2) 

where R~q is the reactive field in equilibrium solvate, 
and x is the solvent polarizability determined by the 
Clausius-Mossotti formula: 

x = 2(e - 1)/a3(2e + 1) (3) 

Here e is the dielectric constant of the solvent, and a is 
the Onsager sphere radius. 

The excited solvate free energy is determined by a 
similar relation: 

Fo(R) = (R - RZq)2/2  + h ,o 
"1-X(IXe -}" ~ g ) ( i x e  - -  Ixg) /2  ( 4 )  

where Vo is the frequency of the pure electronic transition 
of the free-dye molecule, h is Plank's constant, ixg and 
Ixe are the electric dipole moments of the dye molecule 
in the ground and excited states, and R~qis the reactive 
field corresponding to the equilibrium excited state of 
the solvate. 

The diagram of the solvate energy levels con- 
structed according to Eqs. (2) and (4) (field diagram) is 
given in Fig. 1. It describes the dependence of the sol- 
vate free energy on the reactive field magnitude (the 
vibrational broadening of electronic levels is not shown 
in Fig. 1). The local solvate field R serves here as a 
generalized coordinate characterizing the state of the sol- 
vate. It changes due to the thermal fluctuation of the 
solution microstructure. Each point on the curves de- 
scribing Fg(R) and Fe(R) corresponds to a particular type 
of solvate with the field R. Since the reactive field of 
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Fig. 1. The field diagram for 3ANMP in glycerol. 
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the solvate has no time to change during the electronic 
transition (except for its electronic component, which 
can be ignored), electronic transitions are represented in 
Fig. 1 by vertical arrows (intermolecular interpretation 
of the Frank-Condon principle). 

Analysis of Fig. 1 shows that when the excitation 
frequency corresponds to V~x, the process of solvate re- 
laxation is expected to be followed by the red shift of 
the fluorescence spectrum. On the contrary, if the ex- 
citation frequency is equal to v~,,, the time-dependent 
shift of the spectrum will be to the blue region [29]. 

1 and v~,, there is a particular frequency v* Between vex 
at which, on excitation, the solvate at once appears in 
the equilibrium state, and therefore, the spectrum relax- 
ation does not occur. An important result of this model 
is the Gaussian character of the equilibrium distribution 
of solvates over the frequencies of pure electronic tran- 
sition for absorption (a) and emission (e): 

N,,e(V)Na,~ V'~I  o" .[ (v -2o 2v~ ~Pa.~ = -- exp -- ] (5) 

where Na,~(v) is the contribution of absorbing (emissing) 
solvate in which the pure electronic transition of the 
fluorofore is equal to v, Na,~ is the total concentration 
of absorbing (emissing) solvates, 

(~e - ~xg) ~ (6) o'= h 

the frequency v~ corresponding to the mean of the dis- 
tribution is equal to Vlox for absorption and v* for fluo- 
rescence, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is 
temperature. The Gaussian distribution of solvates over 
the frequencies of pure electronic transitions is the result 
of a Boltzmann distribution of solvate over the inter- 
molecular interaction energy. Such an equilibrium dis- 
tribution in the ground and excited states is established 
in the case when the lifetimes of both states are sub- 
stantially longer than the characteristic time of molecular 
reorientation in the solvate. 

ing. Further processing of experimental data was done 
with an Electronika-60 computer. 

The detection system provided measurement of four 
characteristics of fluorescence: the kinetics of fluores- 
cence, the kinetics of the fluorescence anisotropy, time- 
resolved fluorescence spectra, and time-resolved fluo- 
rescence anisotropy spectra. 

The spectral width of the slit in the recording mon- 
ochromator was 3 nm. As the polarizer and analyzer, a 
Glan-Thompson prism and a Polaroid film were used. 
When measuring time-resolved fluorescence spectra, the 
polarizer was oriented at the magic angle. 

The coefficients for correction of the spectral sen- 
sitivity of the detection system were determined by com- 
paring the spectra of liquid solutions of reference 
substances when recorded on a standard SLM-4800 
fluorimeter and on our setup. The photomultiplier spec- 
tral sensitivity maximum is in the region of 20,000 cm -1, 
so that the correction coefficients within the spectral 
boundaries of detection (22,000-18,000 cm -1) did not 
exceed the value of 3. The stationary absorption spectra 
were recorded on a Beckmann UV-5270 spectrophoto- 
meter. 

3-Amino-N-methylphthalimide (3ANMP; Scheme 
I) was twice sublimed at r = 90~ and commercial 
glycerol was dried up and purified by vacuum distillation 
until the fluorescence of organic impurities became neg- 
ligible compared with fluorescence of 3ANMP at a con- 
centration of 5.0"10 .6 M. The glycerol solutions were 
stored in the dark and were protected from water ab- 
sorption. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Spectral Relaxation 

There are several important works which have re- 
cently addressed the related topic of spectral inhomo- 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Kinetic measurements were made on a nanosecond 
laser spectrofluorimeter [30] which employed as an ex- 
citation source a distributed-feedback dye laser pumped 
by a TEA-nitrogen laser with a pulse duration of 1.8 ns. 
Fluorescence was measured by a photomultiplier ELU- 
18-FM (USSR) with a time resolution of about 1 ns and 
a stroboscopic detection system with signal preprocess- 
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geneous broadening of complex organic compounds in 
solutions [6,28,29,31] and polymeric glasses [28,32-35]. 

The fluorescence kinetics of a viscous polar solu- 
tion is known to be nonexponential [28,29]. However, 
its correct description by the models of two or three 
states is impossible, since time constants corresponding 
to the states turn out to be dependent on the recording 
wavelength [18]. 

According to the model [7], the kinetics of fluores- 
cence l (v, t)  of the polar dye solution may be described 
by the following relation: 

l (v, t)  = i(t)p(v,t) (7) 

where the decay function i(t) = / o  exp(-  t/~n) [%1 is the 
excited-state lifetime, Io is a constant, and p(v,t) is a 
time-resolved fluorescence spectrum]. This model as- 
sumes that the time-resolved spectrum during the process 
of relaxation is smoothly shifting while its shape remains 
unaltered. 

From the model of a polar solution, described above, 
it follows that the absorption and fluorescence spectra 
are determined by convolution of a corresponding in- 
homogeneous broadening function (IBF) and a homo- 
geneous spectra: 

fo 0 p(v,t) = %. , (v ' , t )  S, . ,(v - v ' )dv '  (8) 

where q%.~(v',t) is a time-dependent IBF, and Sa.,(v-v') 
is a homogeneous spectrum. Since the lifetime of a ground- 
state dye molecule is long, we can consider the solvate 
distribution over the frequencies of pure electronic tran- 
sitions for absorption ~a(V) to be equilibrium and de- 
scribed by relation (5). The indices a and e refer to 
absorption and fluorescence, respectively. 

As the homogeneous spectra Sa,~(v), we used ab- 
sorption and fluorescence spectra in a nonpolar solvent 
(hexane). The frequency of the pure electronic transition 
was determined from these spectra. 

The calculation of IBF for 3ANMP ground-state 
absorption in glycerol by formula (8) (see Fig. 2) is 
hampered by the fact that the blue slope of the low- 
frequency absorption band (curve 1) is distorted by su- 
perposition with a second band. Therefore, the quality 
of calculation of stationary IBF (curve 4) can be cor- 
rectly assessed in this case by comparing the experi- 
mental (curve 1) and calculated (curve 2) spectra only 
on their red slopes. Curve 3 in Fig. 2 corresponds to the 
homogeneous profile. 

As a result, we have found that the IBF for absorp- 
tion within the accuracy of the experiment is described 
by the Gaussian function with rms deviation o- = 700 

/kV1/~2 - 102cm "1 ...~,, , . - ,  
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Fig. 2. The calculation of the IBF for the absorption and the depend- 
encies of the IBF for fluorescence at the zero instant of time on the 
excitation frequency for 3ANMP solution in glycerol. (1) Stationary 
absorption spectrum; (2) calculated absorption spectrum; (3) homo- 
geneous absorption spectrum; (4) IBF for absorption; (5) FWHM of 
IBF for fluorescence at the zero instant of time vs the excitation fre- 
quency. 

cm -a and its maximum is shifted relative to the pure 
electronic transition of the dye in a nonpolar solution by 
1600 cm -1. Now, knowing the IBF for absorption, we 
can easily calculate the IBF for fluorescence at the time 
moment immediately after excitation. At this moment of 
time, it is determined by the exciting light frequency. 

Since the number of solvates with the 0-0 transition 
frequency at the zero instant of time in the excited state 
is equal to the product of the number of solvates in the 
ground state with the same frequency times the absorp- 
tion coefficient of this type of solvate, the IBF at time 
t = 0 is equal to [36] 

--   'ox) (9 )  

where Vox is the exciting light frequency. 

The last relation permits calculation of the IBF half- 
width's dependence on the exciting light frequency (see 
Fig. 2, curve 5). It is seen from Fig. 2 that, due to the 
significant width of the homogeneous absorption spec- 
trum in the excited state, a fairly wide distribution of 
solvates is always created. However, on the red slope 
there is a frequency range upon excitation in which quite 
noticeable selectivity of excitation is achieved. As shown 
in Ref. 28, the selectivity of excitation at the red slope 
of the absorption band is a fundamental feature of the 
dye solution. To calculate the IBF half-width at anti- 
Stokes excitation, the shape of the absorption band at a 
low-frequency wing was determined by the Stepanov 
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relation [37], since the spectra can be distorted by im- 
purities when absorption in this region is measured. 

The above method of determining IBF for the ex- 
cited state is useful because it permits calculation of the 
time-resolved fluorescence spectrum at the zero moment 
of time when measurements were hampered because of 
the insufficient time resolution of the setup. 

The IBF for an arbitrary instant of time can be de- 
termined from formula (8) if we use as pc(v,t) the time- 
resolved spectrum recorded at this instant of time. An 
example of calculation of the IBF for the instant of time 
6 ns is given in Fig. 3 (curve 1). It turned out that, 
within the accuracy of the experiment, the shape of the 
IBF is close to Gaussian. Curve 3 in Fig. 3 corresponds 
to the homogeneous emission spectrum. 

Figure 4 shows time-resolved fluorescence spectra 
(curves 1-3) and their corresponding IBFs (curves 4-6) 
for three instants of time--0, 3, and 6 ns. In Fig. 5a the 
points represent the correlation function C(t) = [(v~ 
- v~176 - v~(~)], calculated from the mean of 
the IBF using Eq. (8). The point C(t  = 0) was found from 
Eq. (9). 

As it turned out, the observed dependence may be 
well described by the sum of two exponents: 

v~ = v~(~) + Avf[131 exp(t/,rx) + 13 2 exp(t/r2)] (10) 

w h e r e  T 1 --- 0.7 -I- 0.1 ns, 'r z = 7 + 0.5 ns, 131/132 = 

6.9 + 0.3, and Avf = v~ - v~ 
So we can see that during the first stage of relax- 

ation the spectra is shifting by an order of magnitude 
faster than at the end. Most of the spectral shift (about 

, 1 = _ I I ! 

2 5 2 0 ~ 403 Cm -~ 

Fig. 3. An example of calculating the IBF for the fluorescence (1) 
from the time-resolved spectrum (2) of 3ANMP in glycerol at the 
moment 6 ns after onset of the excitation pulse and the homogeneous 
fluorescence spectrum of 3ANMP in hexane (3). 

7 4  1 5 6  2 3  

J 0  2 5  2 0  

7, lo%m-' 
Fig. 4. 3ANMP in glycerol. Calculation of the time-resolved fluores- 
cence spectrum (1) and IBF (4) at the zero instant of time. (2, 3) 
Experimental fluorescence spectra at times 3 and 16 ns after the onset 
of the excitation pulse; (5, 6) IBF determined from these spectra; (7) 
stationary absorption spectrum. 

66%) takes place during the first 3 ns. Temporal change 
of the rms deviation cr(t) of the IBF is indicated by the 
points in Fig. 5b. As before, the value o'(t = 0) ",:'as de- 
termined from (9). Because of the insufficient temporal 
resolution of our setup, we could not find the exact value 
of o(t) in the time range 0-3 ns. Nevertheless, it may 
be concluded from the data obtained that during this 
period the half-width of the IBF grows, while at the later 
time period it falls exponentially with a characteristic 
time equal to % = 6 .0+0.3  ns. It follows from the 
above data that, when describing the fluorescence decay 
at any fixed wavelength, it is most important to take into 
consideration the fast spectral shift of the IBF maximum 
during the first stage of relaxation (the change of the IBF 
half-width at this period is less important) and the change 
of the IBF half-width at the later period (when the max- 
imum is moving very slowly). So for calculation of the 
temporal behavior of fluorescence, we assumed that the 
maximum of the IBF is shifting in accordance with for- 
mula (10), while its half-width decreases exponentially 
with time constant % (solid curve in Fig. 5b). Figure 6 
shows the calculated curves (1',2') and experimentally 
measured dependencies (1, 2) of fluorescence intensity 
on time for two wavelengths--one chosen at the blue 
slope of the fluorescence band (curves 1 and 1') and 
another at the red slope (curves 2 and 2'). As we can 
see there is a very good agreement between calculated 
and experimental data. 
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Fig. 5. (a) Correlation function C(t) = [v~t)-v~O)]/[v~O)-v2(=)]. 
The points are calculated from maximum positions of IBF found for 
the excited state from experimental time-resolved spectra. As the time- 
resolved spectrum at 0 time, we used the spectrum calculated by the 
method described in the text. The solid line is the double-exponential 
approximation by Eq. (10). (b) The time dependence of the rms de- 
viation of IBF. The points were determined from experimental time- 
resolved fluorescence spectra by the method described in the text. The 
value of o-(0) was determined by the method described in the text. The 
solid line represents the calculation. The dashed line shows the ex- 
pected true time dependence of the rms deviation of IBF. 

So the introduction of the function of inhomoge- 
neous broadening into the theory of polar solutions proved 
to be quite efficient for the quantitative description of 
the spectral and temporal behavior of such systems after 
optical excitation. On the other hand, the correct de- 
scription of the TDFS of polar solutions demands the 
knowledge of this function. From this point of view, the 
results presented in Fig. 5 are of special interest, as they 
are the first experimentally obtained data on the temporal 
evolution of IBF. 

Rotational Dynamics 

Exper imenta l  Resul ts  

Some experimental results of the investigation of 
the kinetics of fluorescence anisotropy of 3ANMP in 
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o 

2 

10 2 

Time, i1s 
Fig. 6. Experimental (1, 2) and calculated (1', 2') fluorescence kinetics 
of 3ANMP solution in glycerol recorded on the blue (22,470 cm -1) 
and red (18,350 cm -1) slopes of the fluorescence spectrum, respec- 
tively. (3) Excitation pulse. 

glycerol at 28~ have been published in Ref. 25. Figures 
7a and 8a give time-resolved fluorescence spectra at time 
instants 3 and 10 ns after the onset of excitation (curves 
1 and 2) for two excitation frequencies: 25,600 and 20,800 
cm -1, which correspond to the frequencies V~x and vz~,, 
shown in Fig. 1. These two cases are of interest due to 
the fact that, in the first case, we deal with the red and, 
in the second case, with the blue shift of time-resolved 
spectra during relaxation. These figures also show the 
time-resolved value of anisotropy of the emission spec- 
trum (time-resolved spectrum of emission anisotropy) 
for the same instant of time (curves 1' and 2'). Curves 
1" and 2" were obtained by the processing of experi- 
mental data with the least-squares technique (approxi- 
mation by a polynomial of second degree). 

These experimental data show that the time-re- 
solved values of anisotropy monotonically change across 
the fluorescence band. The peculiar point is that the di- 
rection of this change depends on the excitation fre- 
quency (Figs. 7a and 8a, curves 1" and 2"). In the first 
case (excitation of V~x), the time-resolved anisotropy is 
higher on the blue slope of curve, while in the second 
case (excitation of v~,,), on the contrary, it is higher on 
the red slope. In other words, the degree of anisotropy 
happens to be always higher in the spectral region where 
the maximum contribution to the fluorescence is made 
by the solvate which has not yet experienced spectral 
relaxation. The experiment also showed that at the ex- 
citation of the solution by the specific frequency v* (21,700 
cm -2) when the spectral relaxation was absent, the an- 
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isotropy did not exhibit any dependence on the recording 
frequency. 

In correlation with the data discussed above is the 
dependence of the fluorescence anisotropy kinetics on 
the registration frequency. Figures 7b and 8b show the 

anisotropy kinetics (curves i and 2) recorded on the blue 
and red slope of the fluorescence spectrum for v~,, and 
V~x excitations. Curves 1' and 2' approximate the ex- 
perimental data with the least-squares technique by a 
polynomial of the second degree. Curves 3 in Figs, 7b 
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Figs. 7 and 8, The results of the investigation of fluorescence anisotropy at Stokes (25,600 em -~) and anti-Stokes (20,800 cm -1) excitations. (a) 
1 and 2--time-resolved fluorescence spectra at times 3 and 10 ns (Fig. 7) and 3 and 11 ns (Fig. 8) after the onset of the excitation pulse; 1' and 
2'--time-resolved spectra of emission anisotropy; 1" and 2"--approximation of experimental data by a polynomial of second degree. (b) 1 and 2--  
anisotropy kinetics recorded on the blue and red slopes of fluorescence spectra (22,200 and 18,500 cm -1 for Fig. 7, 20,600 and 19,200 cm -~ for 
Fig. 8); 1' and 2'--approximation of experimental data by a polynomial of second degree; 3--excitation pulse. 
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and 8 represent excitation pulses. It is seen from Fig. 
7b that at Stokes excitation, the degree of anisotropy 
decreases faster on the red slope than on the blue one 
(curve 2'). Representation of curves 1' and 2' on a semi- 
logarifmic scale shows that the anisotropy on the blue 
slope decays exponentially with the rotation time, 16 -+ 
1 ns. The decay of anisotropy on the red slope has a 
more complicated behavior. During the initial period 
(when relaxation of the solvate structure is going on), 
the decay goes faster, while in the later period the decay 
time corresponds to the same rotational diffusion con- 
stant as in the previous case, i.e., 16 -+ 1 ns. In the 
case of V~x excitation, the experiment gives opposite re- 
sults. The exponential decay of anisotropy takes place 
on the red slope (Fig. 8b, curve 2) and the fast com- 
ponent is observed on the blue slope (curve 1). The 
rotational diffusion times on the red and blue slopes on 
completion of the spectral relaxation are approximately 
the same as in the first case of v~,, excitation. Thus, it 
is seen from the experiment that, in the general case, 
the fluorescence anisotropy kinetics recorded at a fixed 
frequency cannot be described by a single exponent and 
the relative contribution of the fast process is higher the 
greater the contribution to the fluorescence from the sol- 
vates which went through the spectral relaxation. 

When analyzing the result of the rotational dynam- 
ics of the fluorofore, one may notice the correlation be- 
tween the direction of the spectral relaxation and the 
character of the time-resolved spectra of fluorescence 
anisotropy. This correlation gives grounds for assuming 
that in the process of spectral relaxation, the fluorofore 
experiences additional rotation. The value of the addi- 
tional depolarization caused by this rotation must depend 
on the quantity of the thermal energy released during the 
solvate relaxation. 

The Thermal Regime of the Solvate 

From the analysis of the field diagram [Eqs. (2) and 
(4)], one can find the relation between the free energy 
excess AFt and the frequencies of excitation Vex and 
e m i s s i o n  1)ern: 

25~ = Const (V~x - Vem)(J)ex"~- l"em - -  2v*) (11) 

It follows from Eq. (11) that only in the one case 
where Vex = v* does the spectral relaxation not take 
place. In this case V~m = v* and AF~ = 0. In all other 
cases (V~x > v* or yore < v*), the value A F  > 0. As 
the result of intermolecular relaxation, this free energy 
excess is converted to kinetic energy of motion of the 
solvate molecules. This can be thought of as if a heat 
source is functioning in the solvate. If the solution is 

excited at the absorption maximum, the amount of heat 
released in the excited solvate is equal to AQ = AF e 
= (hAvf/2). The coefficient 1/2 means that only half of 
the energy have is spent on heating up the excited sol- 
vent. The remaining part of the energy is released after 
transition of the chromofore to the ground state and does 
not affect fluorescence anisotropy kinetics (see the dia- 
gram in Fig. 1). Since f31/[3 z = 6.9 [see formula (10)], 
the intensity of this source must be determined mostly 
by the first stage of spectral relaxation, which takes place 
at a rate of 1/'q. Omitting the second term in the right 
part of formula (10), we obtain the following expression 
for evolution of emission frequency Vcm: 

]~em(t) = -----" V(oo) + A L ' f  e x p ( - - t / - r l )  ( 1 2 )  

Using (2), (4), and (12), we obtain AFt(t) = (hAve~2) 
exp(--2t/-rl). Then the heat source intensity, which is 
determined by the time derivative of AFt(t), will be 
given as follows: (2AQ/'rT) exp(-2/%).  Now we can 
write the equation describing the change in the quantity 
of heat in the solvate during the relaxation process: 

Q(t) = Qo + 5Q(t) (13) 

Here Qo is the heat quantity in the equilibrium solvate, 
and the function 8Q(t) can be determined from the bal- 
ance equation of heat: 

d 2AQ 
exp(-2/,rl) 15Q(t) (14) ~(SO(t)) = ,r - ' r T  

where 'rT is the heat relaxation time of the solvate. The 
solution of Eq. (14) has the following form: 

AQ 
8Q(t) = ( , r l /2 , rT)  _ 1 [ e x p (  - -  2 t / ' r l )  - -  exp ( -  t/'cT)] 

(15) 
It follows from Eq. (15) that the thermal regime of 

the solvate is determined by the ratio of the times $1 and 
'fT. The heat relaxation time can be estimated using the 
relation known from the thermodynamics [38]: 

pdCpLVL 
'rv - AS (16) 

where pd is the solvent density, CFL is the heat capacity 
of the solvent determined under constant pressure, L is 
the average linear size of the cooling region, S and V 
are, respectively, the area of its surface and the volume, 
and X is the thermal conductivity of the solvent. 

Although the size of the solvate is not known ex- 
actly, we can estimate by formula (16) that the heat 
relaxation time amounts to picoseconds, i.e., 'rv < < %. 
Then from formulas (13) and (15), we can find the law 
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of temperature change in the solvate for t > "rT: 

T(t) = To + AT exp (-2t/ 'r l)  (17) 

where To is the equilibrium solvate temperature and C ~~ 
is its heat capacity. 

The value of ATO can be determined by experiment. 
Indeed, if the temperature is time dependent, the rota- 
tional diffusion time will be time dependent too: 

%o,(t) = [V~q(T)/(kT(t)] (18) 

[The variation of the glycerol dynamic viscosity with 
temperature was taken from Ref. 39: lg'q(cP) = A' + 
B'/(T-T'); A' = -2 .8834,  B' = 997.86, T' = 
128.481~ 

As shown in Ref. 24, the emission anisotropy ki- 
netics for the case of variable times of rotational diffu- 
sion is given by the following expression: 

r ( t ) =  roexp[-Iidt'/%ot(t ')] (19) 

where ro is the limiting value of anisotropy. The results 
of calculation of the anisotropy kinetics by formula (19) 
taking into account (18) for temperature AT varied from 
30 to 70~ are presented in Fig. 9. Formula (19) gives 
the anisotropy kinetics in the solvate in which spectral 
relaxation takes place. For correct experimental verifi- 
cation of this formula, it would be necessary to follow 
the same type of solvates in the process of their spectral 
relaxation, i.e., we would be obligated to shift the re- 
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Fig. 9. The kinetics of emission anisotropy calculated by the model 
taking into account the solvate temperature variation during spectral 
relaxation [AT are 30~ (2), 400C (3), 50~ (4), 60~ (5), and 70~ 
(6)] and by Levshin-Perrine theory (curve 1, To = 20~ 

cording frequency synchronously with the time-resolved 
spectrum shift. Moreover, we ought to bear in mind that 
the homogeneous contour of fluorescence of an individ- 
ual solvate has a significant width. Due to this fact the 
contribution of the measured anisotropy at any fixed 
wavelength is made by solvates which happen to be  at 
different stages of spectral relaxation. So it will not be 
correct to compare our calculated curves (Fig. 9) with 
experiment (curves 1" and 2"; Fig. 7b). An attempt to 
take into account the points discussed above is made in 
the next section. It is shown here that the value of the 
depolarization caused by the spectral relaxation must be 
about 0.1. Then we can find from Fig. 9 that the value 
of AT in formula (16) is expected to be 50 _+ 5~ 

If we assume that the solvate has the form of a 
sphere, we can find from (16) that 

"r T = Cs~176 (20) 

where R s~ is the solvate radius. Then from (15), (17), 
and (20), we have 

AT = hAvf2'rT -- hAvr 
2Csolv,h 2,rrRSo~,,X,r 1 (21) 

Now from formula (21) we can determine the sol- 
vate radius. At AT---50~ it turned out to be equal to 
R ~~ = 9.4 ~. Knowing the size of 3ANMP and glyc- 
erol molecules, we can estimate the number of molecules 
entering into the solvate. For the process of equilibrium 
Brownian diffusion, we can find by the Einstein relation 
that R3ANMP = 2.88 ,~. According to Ref. 40 the glyc- 
erol molecule radius is estimated to be about 3 ,~. Then, 
from geometrical considerations, it follows that the sol- 
vate is formed by 19 molecules including the chromofore 
molecule; i.e., it represents a chromofore surrounded by 
one layer of glycerol molecules. 

The Spectral Dependence of the Instantaneous Value 
of Emission Anisotropy 

The description of the anisotropy kinetics without 
taking into account the distribution of solvates over the 
frequencies of pure electronic transition fails to explain 
the spectral dependence of time-resolved value of fluo- 
rescence anisotropy. But in reality the time-resolved 
spectrum is not homogeneous, and during relaxation not 
only is the center of gravity of the inhomogeneous broad- 
ening function shifted, but also its width changes. 

To simplify the analysis of the influence of inhom, 
ogeneous broadening of solvates on the spectral depend- 
ence of time-resolved values of the anisotropy, we employ 
the following model. Let us assume that instead of the 
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continuous distribution over the frequencies of pure elec- 
tronic transition, we have only two types of centers: 
nonequilibrium and equilibrium. In this case the emis- 
sion anisotropy is given the following relation: 

2 

r(v,t)  = • ri(t) fi(v,t) (22) 
i = 1  

where rl(t) = ro exp(-t/%ot) is the time-dependent an- 
isotropy of the nonequilibrium solvate and r2(t) = (ro 

- -  Ar)exp(-//'trot) is the similar value for the equilib- 
rium solvate. The value Ar  is a fluorescence depolari- 
zation due to wavelength-dependent rotation of dye 
molecules; the value off,.(v,t) describes the contribution 
of each state to the total fluorescence: 

Ii( ,t) (23) 
Ir.(v,t) 

where li(v,t) is the fluorescence of individual states and 
I~(v,t) is their total fluorescence. For calculation by for- 
mula (22) it is necessary to know the fluorescence spec- 
tra of these two states, their lifetimes, and the relaxation 
time. In calculations we used, as the non-equilibrium- 
state spectrum, the fluorescence spectrum of this chro- 
mofore in hexane and, as the equilibrium-state spectrum, 
the time-resolved fluorescence spectrum, measured on 
completion of spectral relaxation. All time constants re- 
quired for calculation were determined by experiment. 
It turned out that the best agreement between time-re- 
solved anisotropy spectra calculated by formula (22) and 
measured experimentally and approximated by least- 
squares technique (curves 1" and 2"; Fig. 7a) were at- 
tained at Ar = 0.1 __+ 0.02. Using this value and the 
Levshin-Perrine formula for limiting values of aniso- 
tropy r~im = 0.2(3 cost~ - 1) [6 is the angle between 
the absorption and the emission oscillator and r~im = 
(0.4 - Ar)], we found an additional angle at which 
molecules of 3ANMP in glycerol turn off light-induced 
rotation. At vl,, excitation (25,600 cm-1) its value turned 
out to be equal to 24 -4- 3 ~ . 

It should be noted that our data on the kinetics of 
fluorescence depolarization (Figs. 7 and 8) cannot be 
explained by the mechanism proposed in Ref. 24. In- 
deed, if the fluorescence depolarization was hindered 
with time due to the enhancement of the chromofore- 
environment interaction or to the H-bond formation, we 
may expect the following effect. The speed of depolar- 
ization of fluorescence in the case when its maximum 
moves toward the long waves should be lower at the red 
slope of the fluorescence band than at the blue slope. 
As demonstrated above our experiments showed the op- 
posite effect. 

The authors of Ref. 13 assumed, for describing the 
abnormal rotation of coumarin-153 in a polar solution, 
that during spectral relaxation the rotation of the emis- 
sion dipole moment can take place due to the change in 
the solvate configuration. This assumption is substanti- 
ated by the fact that the fluorescence spectrum width of 
this molecule in a nonpolar solution is greater than in a 
polar solution and that the fluorescence spectrum loses 
the vibrational structure as one passes from nonpolar 
solutions. Such a mechanism can probably take place in 
some molecular systems. However, for 3ANMP no re- 
duction of the fluorescence spectrum width is observed 
with increases in solvent polarity. Besides, we managed 
to describe the fluorescence kinetics under the assump- 
tion that the homogeneous spectrum remains unaffected 
in the process of spectral relaxation. For this spectrum, 
we used that of fluorescence in the nonpolar solvent. It 
is probable that the weak sensitivity of the Sl state to 
the environment polarization for the 3ANMP molecule 
is explained by the fact that in this molecule an intra- 
molecular H bond is formed which fixes the position of 
the amino group [41,42]. 

It is also clear that nonexponential kinetics of flu- 
orescence anisotropy is not associated with the form of 
the 3ANMP molecule, since the hydrodynamic theory 
for such molecules predicts a much weaker nonexpo- 
nentially [20] which, in addition, must depend neither 
on the excitation nor on the detection frequency. 

CONCLUSION 

Analysis of the experimental and theoretical results 
has revealed the following. The kinetics of anisotropy 
of 3ANMP in glycerol depends on the excitation and 
detection frequency and, in the general case, is not ex- 
ponential. Besides the equilibrium Brownian diffusion, 
there exists a faster process (wavelength dependent), which 
takes place during spectral relaxation. Its role in fluo- 
rescence depolarization at a given frequency is more im- 
portant the greater the contribution made to fluorescence 
at this frequency by the solvates which have undergone 
spectral relaxation and the higher the IBF deviation from 
equilibrium at the initial moment after optical excitation. 

The wavelength-dependent rotation can be expected 
for any molecule in a polar solution if, after optical ex- 
citation, there is a change in the value of the constant 
electrical dipole moment, its direction, or both. The ef- 
fect must be greater the stronger the heating up of the 
solvate is in the process of relaxation and the longer the 
action of the heat source lasts. 

The equilibrium IBF for absorption and emission 
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has a Gaussian shape, and its width in the ground state 
is greater than in the excited state. The nonequilibrium 
IBF for fluorescence, within experimental accuracy, can 
also be considered as Gaussian during the whole period 
of relaxation, beginning from 3 ns after excitation. The 
relaxation of the IBF center of gravity to its equilibrium 
position may be described by two exponents. At the 
initial stage the spectral shift occurs by an order of mag- 
nitude faster than at the end of relaxation. The compli- 
cated character of the spectrum shift indicates that the 
Debye model cannot be used for describing the dielectric 
properties of glycerol. 

The account of the distribution of solvates over the 
frequencies of pure electronic transition makes it possi- 
ble to describe fully the kinetics of the fluorescence and 
TDFS by the evolution of the inhomogeneous broaden- 
ing function. 
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